
CHAPTER 7

ACCEPTABLE INSTALLATION PRACTICE

7.0 INTRODUC1ION

This chap ter deals for the most part with the special difficulties

encountered whLen solar pool heating systems are installed on existing

structures. The incorporation of collector mounting hardware in new

construction recluires cooperation between the affected trades (plumbing,

roofing, carpentry, electrical) but presents few other difficulties

Because u;[lglazed, low-temperature collectors most often are used

for swimming pc~ol heating in Florida, procedures for mounting unglazed

plastic flat-plat e collectors, flexible solar mats and pipe a.rrays will be

discussed first.

When insta lling these collectors, follow the same safety rules which

are in common tJLse in the building industry.

7.1 FLAT-PLA1 rECOLLECTORS

The optimt un collector slope for spring and fall operation is equal

to the latitude of the site. The best slope for winter is the latitude

plus 15° and th.e collectors should face south if possible If roof space

which faces within 450 of south is available, bethe collectors can

mounted directl~ ~ on the roof. Remember that only a small penalty is

paid tor modest deviations from optimum slope or orientation Supports

can be constru, cted to mount collectors at the ideal orientation, bUt,

except in new c:onstruction, the additional cost is generally profubitiv.e

Occasionally it nay be necessary to increase the collector area to com-

pensate for less than optimum slopes or orientations
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Collectors should be securely fastened to withstand max.imum ex-

pected wind loads. BUilding ~ode requirements windfor maximum

wi thinvelocities var~ the state of Florida from 80 to 130 miles per

hour Wind loads at roof level may exceed 75 pounds per square foot

Check the loc~al building regulations for wind load provisions in your

area.

l'Iumerous mounting techniques are used to mount the large arrays

of collectors r equired for pool heating Test data is not available for

most mounting techniques, but one of the largest collector manufac-

turers did run wind tunnel tests on its recommended installation proce-

dure and the ~ounted collectors withstood winds in excess of 100 mph

7.1.1 Procedures

To begin the installation, layout the collectors on the available

roof area avoicling as much as possible that portion shaded by trees,

ofparts the building, or other obstructions. If large numbers of

collectors are nvolved, they may have to be divided into several banks

with collectors in each bank plumbed in parallel. Plumbing arrange-
ments from ban to bank are discussed in a following section

Once the placement is established, the collectors should be con-

nected Short: flexible couplings made of EPDM or butyl rubber often

are used. They usually are slipped over the ends of the headers and

are clamped fir mly with stainless steel clamps. Once fastened together

the collectors are cumbersome to move about; be sure they're in their

final positions ~efore the connections are made

Collectors often are mounted directly on asphalt shingle and tar

and gravel roofs. An insulating- support structure is sometimes used to
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protect the pmrlels from abrasive roofing materials and to prolong their

beThe substrate can spaced up from the roofing surface to

provide ventila' lion for the underlying roofing membrane beneath. This

retard thE development of fungus or mildew. Common ~-inch,

corrugated, tOlLlr-ounce fiberglass panels are among the materials used

for supporting flat, plastic solar collectors, but they should be insu-

lated to preven t heat loss from the back of the collectors

Opinions )f experienced roofers differ about the use of the sub-

strate. Some recommend at least a l~-inch air gap to provide for air

circulation; oth.ers feel that a substrate may not be at all beneficial

Numerous syste,ms have been installed without substrates, but long-term

durability data is not yet available. (Few problems with this kind of

installation hav as yet been brought to the attention of the Florida

Solar Energy C~!nter staff.)

Collectors should be laid on the root or substrate and strapped

down at the hE~ader on both ends. At least two -- preferably three

--cross straps should span the panel to further secure it. Figure 7.1

shows one possible arrangement

One end 0If the panel can be fastened to the roof with a short

strap or clamp around the header. The other end should be fastened

an elastic material or spring to allow for expansion as the collector

temperatures ch.ange--a la-foot plastic collector may expand and contract

as much as an i [lch in lenv:~h. theStraps should be Ulstalled across

panel body; on.e at either end, within a foot of the headers, and one

across the middle are recommended. The straps should be made of

material such a~s nylon or plastic-coated metal that will not scratch or

abrade the collector, since they will rub across its surface The bands
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The mounting location should be free of dust and debris. Roofing

mas tic should )e applied to the bracket and slate to form a seal when

the bracket is drawn down. (Pitch pans around the roof penetrations

be require d in some areas They are discussed in some detail in

Section 5, volume II of the FSEC Solar Water and Pool Heating Manual.)

A substitute foor the broken tile may be made from cement mix (using

adjacen t tiles a: a model) and tinted to match the roof.. Aluminum and

copper mate~ should be protected from contact with the cement by a

reduce corrosion.layer of tar to

Fastenmg schemes have been proposed which rely upon sealing the

penetration at the tile surface. Since the waterproof membrane is

the tile itse~lf but rather the slate membrane beneath, these methods

are not effectivl ! and should be avoided.

Spanish or barrel tile roofs present another tough collector mount-

problem. is extremely difficult to walk on them without breaking

tiles, and it is also difficult to make substitute tiles. Some instal-

lation contracto: ["s add a substantial surcharge to jobs that require the

mounting of co1]lectors on barrel tile roofs (Certain ceramic barrel tile

costs more than $600 per 100 square feet.)

7.2 PIPE COLLECTORS

Solar collec~tors made of lengths of black pipe are common and easy

:ia1ly on flat roofsto install, espec

To stabiliz, spacing, the pipe should be laid on support cradles

that raise it off the roof surface. These cradles can be made from 2" x

4" or 2" x 6" rot-resistant wood (plastic supports are available from

some manufacturers). Holes equal to the pipe diameter (CD) are drilled

with a hole saw through the wood at the appropriate spacing, and the
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As in the case of flat plastic collectors, the first step in pipe

collector installi ition involves bringing the materials up to the roof and

laying out the pipe in a location as free from shade as possible Spac-

ing between tho lengths ot pipe will depend upon the type of return

bends used to jlDin the ends, but a gap equal to one pipe diameter (OD)

generally is left between lengths to reduce shading

Once the collector location has been established, the support

cradles should be secured so that they span several trusses or run

lengthwise a1on~ the truss. This distributes the collector weight evenly

-paces the parallel pipe runs.and properly s The retaining brackets

now should be installed. On flat, builtup roots, the gravel should be

scraped off dow:n to the tar beneath

Clean the area well. When all the gravel has been removed in an

area large enou:gh to accoDUDodate the cradle, set the cradle in a bed of

mastic and bolt it to the rafter(s) beneath it. Be sure to completely

cover exposed bjolt heads. (Pitch pans may be required for some instal-

lations.) Thoroughly scrape and clean the area at least four inches out

from the outer edges of the pitch pan. bed it in a layer of mastic. and

seal the flange with two layers of tar paper and mastic and cover the

installation with gravel. Fill the pan with roofing tar which will remain

pliable over timE withou t cracking.

Experienced roofers state that the single most common cause of

leaks when inst :ailing devices on the tar and gravel roof is failure to

strip away all tl le gravel before making the installation. Some leaks are

difficultvery :0 find after the penetrations have been covered with

gravel Thus pays to make roof penetrations with great care
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Local plum1bing "requirements should be adhered to when installing

piping leading :0 and from the collectors Since large-diameter pipe is

quite heavy when filled with water, sturdy supports will be required

cuts should be deburred before assembly to reduce resistance to

Leaks can be avoided by using the correct cement for the pipe

involved and b~r properly preparing joints Because plastic expands

and contracts c<)nsiderably with temperature changes, allowances should

be made for cl lange in length. Your pipe supplier can provide you

with specific dat :a on the kind of pipe used for a particular job

7.3.2 Piping Between Collectors

About the same amount of water should pass through each collec-

tor. On large installations it is necessary to divide the solar collecting

LIpS and connect the groups with pipe.panels into grOl This requires

the piping layout be carefully designed and constructed Most

situations encou be satisfied using principles discussed inntered can

but for extremelysection, complicated cases it may be wise to

consult a hydra1;llic flow specialist.

Pool heating collectors almost always are connected in parallel

Parallel connecti,ons are shown in Figure 7. Sa series connections in Fig-

7.5b. In the series arrangement, water passes through one collec-

tor and then
~ through the next, increasing the pumping horsepower

required to maDtltain adequate flow as well as causing the downstream

collectors Parallelto operate at higher, less efficient temperatures.

connections, in which the water is returned directly back to the pool

after passing th rough one collector, are the better choice because those

difficulties are avoided.
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water flowing down. the return pipe may cause a vacuum to form in that

pipe (if it is more than about 33 ft long in vertical distance).

A special note of caution is in order when plumbing medium-tem-

perature collectors: During stagnation, these collectors can turn to

r they contain.steam the wate This creates a hazardous situation In

order to preVE ~nt possible damage or injury, pressure and temperature

relief valves s1: Plumb thelould be installed on each group of collectors

discharge line to a safe drain, away from people and away from roofing

materials, whic:h may be discolored by steam or high-temperature water

7.3.3 Flow Control and Safety Devices

One of the most important components in the flow control system is

the con trol val~1e normally installed in the main filter flow path after the

feed line and beforecollector (Figure 4.1b)the collector return

Although this ~alve can be as simple as a manually-operated gate valve,

for convenience:, it is generally operated automatically

Several t~rpes of control valves are available. Among those most

frequently usec are gate valves, bladder-type pinch valves or specially

constructed Vat~tions of irrigation valves

The pinch valve is one of the earliest automatic valves used on

solar swimming pool systems It consists of a flexible rubber cylinder

that accepts at either end and that has an inflatable rubber~ipe

bladder inside. The bladder can be pressurized to shut off the flow.

Small plastic tl Lbing through which the bladder is' inflated and deflated

is connected :0 a fitting on the valve and terminated at the control

box.



In one the valve is operated by an electronic
con trol . 5 tra tegy ,

control poolit. tothat measures collector temperature and compares

The upper (collector) sensor is mounted in a black plas-temperature

tic housing that has an absorptivity for solar energy approximating that

of the solar panel. Since the sensor temperature should simul4te the

it should be mounted alongside a collector panelcollector temperature,

and fastened the same surface. to which the panels are fastenedto

Wires to the sen sor carry low-voltage electricity only; an electrician is

not required for their connection. All wire connections should be made

secure and water'tight, preferably with heat-shrinkable insulating tubing

or durable sealant

which measures pool should beThe lower sensor, temperature,

protected from iirect contact with the pool water to prevent galvanic

corrosion. This may be accomplished by encapsulating it and its lead

wires in a dural: lie potting compound (epoxy for example), or installing

it in a "well" in:stalled in the pipe between the pool and the circulation

As a las resort the sensor may be taped to the outside surfacepump

of the same pip!e and thoroughly insulated. It is important to ensure

that the "cold" sensor registers the temperature of the pool water not

that of the amb:lent air or that caused by the sunshine warming the

sensor capsule

The electro: Ilic control itself requires electrical power Sometimes

it can be connec:ted in parallel with the pool pump or timer, but since

120V or 240V electricity is involved you should consult your local build-

ing officials to fi nd out if an electrician is required to make the connec-

tion. Approved conduit should be used for this wire
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the installation of theThe final step' in the control system is

connection of t1tlO pressure lines between the pool pump and the control

box. Small-diameter (1/8-inch) plastic lines generally are used

most pool pumps have a 1/4-inch, threaded pipe plug in the side of the

strainer housin g (near the bottom), the low-pressure line usually is

attached to an adapter at that point The high-pressure line should

be tapped into the pipe on the discharge side of the pump

When the Llpper sensor signals that the collectors are warmer

the pool water the electronic control opens the line from the discharge

np and inflates the bladder in the pinch valveside of the pw

diverts flow thI When the upper sensor signals"Ough the solar system.

that the collectors are cooler than the pool water, the line from the

suction side of the pump is opened, forcefully deflating the bladder

allowing flow to bypass the collectors. Such rubber pinch valves have

operated succes:stully tor many years

Another pc.pular control valve, the irrigation style valve, achieves

ts but operates in a slightly different fashion It isthe same resul

plumbed into bysystem procedures A:he standard piping

suction line is tapped into the pump inlet strainer housing, but in this

ected to the valve body itselfcase it is conn A pressure line is not

used. A low-voltage wire also connects a small solenoid valve mounted

on the valve botdy to the control box.

The contrc-1 compares collector temperature with pool temperature

as before. If solar heat is available, an electrical signal causes the

solenoid valve to open the suction line. This suction closes the

valve diaphram diverting flow through When solarthe collectors.

energy is not available, the solenoid valve remains closed, the
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valve diaphram ~ which is spring loaded) opens, and the flow bypasses

(In another version the spring loading keeps thethe collector array

valve diaphram closed and the solenoid induces its opening.)

ACTIV A TI~- rG THE SYSTEM

After ins ta:llation is completed, it is necessary to activate and test

the system for A few of the most important checksproper operation.

are discussed here

7.4.1 Purging the System

Bits of pIa:stic from rough pipe cuts, sand and other debris should

be flushed from the system to avoid clogging small fluid passages in

the collectors Purging can be accomplished by leaving open one or

two strategically The circulation pump can be turned onplaced joints

briefly to flush water through the system; then final connections can be

made Small amounts of pool water can be discharged onto grass or

sand, but large volUJnes should be piped to sa! e dr~s.

7.4.2 Pressure-Testing

The entire system should be pressurized to the maximum operating

pressure; this can be accomplished in a number of ways

If piping passes through critical areas (like an attic) where a leak

during the test could cause significant damage, the system should be

pressurized witl Leaks can be located readily byan air compressor

listening for the hiss of escaping air

Installation~ where all piping is routed through areas where a

temporary leak will do no hanD may be pressure-tested by turning on
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the circulating pumps The appropriate valves in the circulation system

should be partially closed to produce higher than normal operating

he new piping Be sure to have someone standing bypressures in tJ

.ff the pump in the event a leak is discoveredready to turn c

During th pressure check, every connection should be visually

inspected and shaken to ensure that it is well made

7.4.3 Testing Control Devices

Automatic control devices should be checked for proper operation

Consult the mimufacturer's specifications for the controls being used

and determine the possible operating modes. Test in all of these modes

and make a peJ~anent record of the results. Checking control opera-

tion immediatel~r after installation can prevent costly call-backs later

7.4.4 Testing Flow Rates

Proper flo w through the collector array and filtration system is

required. Inexpensive flow meters are available and should be used to

confirm As previously men-that desired rates have been achieved.

tioned, turn-ov er time must ~ be increased above an acceptable level

7.4.5 Testing Temperature Rises

The temperature difference between the teed line to the solar

system and the wanner return line should be checked Remember--the

temperature ris e on even a sunny day should be quite modest, approxi-

mately 10°F, fc-r low-temperature collectors. Thermometers installed in

these lines can be used to make accurate readings
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If the tern:perature rise to too large, it indicates that not enough

water is passin~ Check the system thoroughlythrough the collectors.

and correct the problem, because collector efficiency drops dramatically

as the operatin~ temperature rises Lots of water warmed slightly is a

less costly optio n than a little water warmed a lot

CLEANUP

Whether yc)u found the installation site clean or messy, leave it

clean .

that you have repaired any damage occurring duringMake sure

installation (likE broken roof tiles) or make arrangements to have it

Ask the owner to look things over to be sure he or she is

satisfied Let the owner see how well you have cleaned up

Sometimes such thoughtfulness on the part of the installer makes

who will speak highly ofthe difference )etween a satisfied customer,

a dissatisfied one (who won't).your work, and

INSTRUCTING THE POOL OWNER OR MANAGER

There are several important reasons to spend a few minutes in-

>01 owner or manager on the operation of the new solarstructing the p<

First, it will enable the owner to ascertain whether thepool heater.

system is operat ing and thus reduce "false alarm" callbacks. Second, it

will enable the owner to explain the new unit to friends and associates

~quip the owner to make minor adjustments and reduceThird, it will E

service calls for the installer. Provide an owner's operation and mainte-

manual which includesnance trouble- shooting and correctionminor

instructions
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Explain th e operation of all valves and controls and how the water

le various modescirculates in tl It is desirable to spend a little time

on the automatic control so that the owner can make seasonal or other

adjustments tha t may be required

It is very important to explain that the amount of energy being

delivered to the pool is the product of the temperature rise and the

High temperature rises feel impressive, but they cause theflow rate.

collectors to 0];>erate inefficiently and deliver less heat to the pool

Sometimes this point is difficult to make, so you may have to explain it

in several different ways.
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